OSU/USDA/FSIS Federal and State – Meat Inspection Training Classes at OSU.
Each class was 5 week/8 hours/day and night and weekend review sessions when requested. There were 50 students per class, and each class (8 per year for 4 years) was composed of veterinarian inspectors and lay inspectors. For instruction, OSU furnished professors and books were written for each subject matter area and furnished to these students. Housing and meals was also provided, along with buses to class and to the airport. I taught Biochemistry of Postmortem Tissue, Laboratory Analysis and Statistical Evaluation. These books can be found on the OSU Knowledge Bank. Other classes were taught by professors from Animal Science and the Veterinary School. FSIS also furnished a supervisor (Bill Dennis).

Students attending or participating in these classes were as follows:

1. Class #1
R. Bischoff; Paul Bryant; Ed Burdick; Bracy Cherry; Jack Coleman; Albert Davis; Ralph Earman; Melbourne Easterwood; Angel Fernandez; Charles Fletcher; George Fling; Stephen Galer; John Garger; Jim Grygo; Jerry Guadagno; Tom Handel; William Hartley; Robert Hayes; James Higdon; Don Holcomb; Landers Isom; George Jackson; John Klier; Robert Lacy; G. Leckington; Eddie Mahaney; Charles Marrano; William Mead; Archer Minton; Rufus Mitchell; Robert Moetenich; Phil Montegra; Walter Mundy; James Murphy; James Murray; Robert Newell; Ernest Occhino; Robert Ochs; Curtis Paxson; Henry Poythress; Jay Riddle; Charles Ridout; Marshall Scarbrough; Stewart Schmid; Lynn Showalter; George Sippel; Jeane Stanziano; James Stokes; Don White; William Worsham

Class #2
Nyacinthe Auger; Samuel Banks; Earl Beers; Solomon Blum; Aloysius Borceschulte; Curtis Bozemar; James Cassens; Dunlap Cawthorn; Roy Champ; Robert Cortner; Dean Cover; Calvin Cowper; Charles Elam; John Eladro; Donald Fiala; Charles Ford; James Frost; Domenic Germano; Marian Grewell; Eugene Henry; Ora Holder; Gustav Holmen; George Hommel; Willard Jones; Arthur Kus; Ray Lawson; Chester Low; Horace Mullen; Denver Parsons; Kurt Pleiffer; William Pickar; Walter Pietrasz; Bradley Powell; George
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Puchta; Orval Richards; Albert Robrecht; Edgar Rothchild; O’Bryant Schruggs; Marvin Smith; Maylon Smith; Francis Stasila; Don Stickler; Pete Tancredi; George Tanolian; Arthur Tenbrink; Robert Terry; Billy Thompson; Nery Troska; William Vandegrif; Max Wisdom

Class #3
John Bailey; Louis Barcelles; Russell Bayer; Ralph Belter; Harold Biggs; Norman Boe; Donald Bonsall; Robert Borders, Jr.; Lambert Brandl; Paul Butler; George Cadiero; Gordon Chapelle; Frederick Chittum; Orville Collins; Virgil Crump; Sten Dabberg; William Detlefsen; Eugene Dorsey; Weldon Epperson; Robert Ertemer; Carl Fowler; Edward Fayer; John Friday; Sidney Galbreath; Jack Gigantino; Abraham Goldman; Joseph Greenwell; Darel Harrington; John Hartsoe; Herschel Haught; B.W. Howard; John Kosterman; Floyd Lagenwalter; John Loftis; Donald Mahar; Wallace McGarrity; Raymond Michael, Jr.; Grady Oliver; John O’Malley; Robert Ormond; Manuel Ornealas; Pellegrino Perrone; John Phillips; Harry Potts; Boyd Smith; Sebastian Spoto; Louie Stutler; George Thompson; Marion Tillman, Jr.; Richard Wrenn

Class #4
Marvin Aronofsky; Joseph Beckham; Michael Bender; Roy Beugli; W.D. Berthiaume; Lawrence Brockman; Herman Collins; Carlos Compton; William Cornwell; Kenneth Cotton; Arthur Conlan; Thomas Cousert; James Crump; Clyde Currie; D’Ambrosio; Rosell Drilling; Leo Edwards; Chester Faulkner; Joseph Germano; Willys Goos; Frank Girardi; Oliver Green; Alphonso Hayden; David Heard; Clell Huffman; Claude Iseminger; Wilford Klutho; James Knight; Loren Langland; Richard Lynch; Charles Maliszewski; George Masters; Marshall Means; Joe Montgomery; Leonard Murphy; Alex Nagy, Jr.; Maxie Ogles; Warren Orchard; James Polk, Jr.; John Puchko; Roy Raish; Victor Svara; Joseph Tomasino; Loyd Vance; Isaac Wilson

Class #5
Warren Anderson; Louis Barr; Donald Bloomquist; Ray Brault; Wayne Brown; Robert Buchanan; Hill Burnett, Jr.; Kenneth Buttons; David Calahan; Roland Canter; Earl Cramton; Charles Crawford; George Crawford; Charlie Curry; Nelson Davis; Albert Eidsvig; James Fogle; Clarence Fruhling; Bobby Hamby; Howard Hoffman; James Hysler; Anthony Janinas; Raymond Knopik; Raymond Krueger; Elsworth Locus; Mearl Mack; Edward Mascarenas; John McNeil; Henry Medeiros; Gordon Miller; Leonard Mueller; Carlos Ontiveros; Henry Oster; James Owens; Merle Owens; Eldridge Peterson; Ronald Posty; Lloyd Rafferty; Shelby Rogers; Porter Ross; Cleveland Sholders; Sol Stern; Paul Thomas; Richard VanBlargan; James Walsh; George Watts; Albert Whitford; John Woodard; Philip Young

Class #6
Calvin Armstrong; Elmer Boese; William Brown; Charles Burtch; Bailey Campbell; Manuel Carvarho; Velmer Chipp; Raymond Connealy; Donald Drew; Loyd Earles; James Eddington; Eric Eriksen; Joe Friddle; Alexander Garcia; Harvey Gremaro; Marion Hall; Edward Hansen; Wilson Harrison; John Helm; Gordon Hembrook; Robert Hutzell; Robert Jones; Don Julin; Bernard Klein;
John Koziarz; Richard Kreitzer; Arthur Kroll; Linwood Latimer; Albert Lemmon; Marvin Lewis; Robert Macaitis; George McElwee; Ray McMullin; Virgil Mossburger, Samuel Mossious; William Pattschullp; Joe Peles, Jr.; David Peterson; Byron Prentice; Daryl Rask; Dan Russell; Marcel Schmit; George Schrader; Harold Schultz; George Seaman; Nathan Shapiro; Ulmont Smith; Othello Thompson; Claude Walls

Class #7
Fred Abati; Richard Aitken; Ervin Ankrom; Eric Armstrong; Joseph Bartosiewicz; Carol Battista; James Beasley; Frederic Bocian, Edward Brennan; John Cherion; Glenn Chittenden; Robert Chubb; Joseph Chupal; Dallas Clement; Stanley Dec; Vincent Denison; Robert Dennis; H. Allen Drake; Douglas Eldredge; Dale Fairfield; Ronald Fancher; John Farley; Edward Flaherty; Arthur Franklin; George Gaines; Delbert Ganewer; Clarence Gowan; Oliver Holman; Garland Hubble; Glenn Jansma; Alfred Johnson; Michael Leeh; Ronald Kaeserman; Donald Martz, Carl Myers; Junior McLaughlin; Baxter Nelson; Walter Olsted; Perry Pearman; Robert Peterson; Sydney Reed; Herman Rogers; George Schlegel; Limmis Smith; Beecher Sparkman; Elmer Spencer, Jr.; Frank Steel; James Washington; Howard Wilson; James Wood

Class #8
William Abererombie; George Adams; Noel Daca; Wilbur Baird; Harry Bates; Theodore Beahn, Jr.; Thomas Bingaman; James Blank; Joseph Botelho; Verdette Bumgarner; James Burk; Jack Carosi; Samuel Carubia; Michael Cashin; Alphonse Cerino; Edward Clauson; Edward Collins; Franklin Daniel; Jack Davis; Frank Deter; Pedro Duenez; Joseph Flaig; Donald Forsyth; Edward Fritz; Jimmy Heck; W. Vern Hess; Billy Hollingsworth; John Hajewski; Virgil Haus; John Humphrey; Raymond Kippley; Orville Krueger; Robert Leeper; John Loftus; Merl Mitchel; Nathan Ostrowsky; Robert Ralston; Ned Rice; William Rock; William Rogers; Orville ROuzer; Theodore Simon; James Smoot, Jr.; Gary Snyder; Williard Teagarden; Henry Teague; James Titus; Clifford Weiss; Edwin White; Wallace Wolfe

Class #9
David Acosta; Paul Allen; Vern Allen; Irvin Arnold; Ernest Andre; James Barringer; Isac Bice; Albert Bryant; Paul Burkhart; Alfred Camerario; Douglas Carter; George Clark; James Cristler; Roy Donelson; Edwin Goebel; Matther Henk; Sherman Hopwood; John Jackson; Solomon Kalmus; Willis Kennedy; David Knight; James Lambert, Jr.; John Larsen; John Link; Sidney Lowenberg; Richard Martin; Rocco Mastrodomenico; Raphael Mitchell; Carrolls Murphy; Adolphus Nlum; Nicholas Novich; Dale Owens; Robert Patrick; John Pelon; Mike Petrekovic; Marlin Plank; Ellis Richardson; James Salmon; Clarence Sebastian; Michael Scarpaci; Walter Scott; Kenneth Smith; George Spigel; Horace Tays; Clarence Timney; Jack Venus; Alvertis Williams; Dave Wingert; Fred Young; Charles Zirilli

Class #10
Wilburn Blazer; Robert Boykin; Wardean Cain; William CHEu; John Christian; Enrico Colontuono; Jeremiah Davis; Michael Digidio; Carl Enfinger; William Guild; Jack Hawkins; Joseph Herriott; James Hill; Frederick Hohn; Charles Ingram; James Joern; Terry Johnson; Stanley Kay; Walter Key, Jr.; Louis Lawrence; Ceymour Left; Gregory
Lizarraga; Earl Marks; Douglas Mason; James Murphy; Joseph McAlpine; Albert McCorkle; Herman McFadden; Robert McManus; James Redman; Robert Rix; Edward Robak, George Sharkey; Clifton Shride; Henry Simmons; Alex Sohonyay; Robert Stinson; Ivan Tenbarge; Willis Vaillancourt; Donald Waitkoss; Robert Wellens; Everett Wells; Abrams Willoughby; David Worden; William Wright; Carl Yant; Dallas Youngland

Class #11
Clinton Allen; Willard Backe; Anthony Bosco; David Bushallow; Francis Collier; Frank Combs; Bobby Cooksey; Lowell Dohlman; Lorne Elsasser; Edward Francis; Larry Frost; Morrell Greer; Harold Havner; John Hayes; John Johnson; Frank Klubertanz; Leo Krausnick; Paul La-Vere; James Maness; William Markland; Alfred Martino; Merle McBurney; Edward Montgomery; Vernon Moore; Milton Nelman; Elmer Olson; William Paterson; Beryl Patton; Jerome Phillips, Jr.; Fred Pitt; Arthur Randolph; John Rodriguez; Albert Rose; Richard Rymer; Jack Sebastian; Robert Sloan; Gene Sorenson; Stanley Spivey; Robert Thiele; Lyle Townsend; John Trembczynski; Frank Trongone; Thomas Walker; Bennie Wells; Christopher Wilson

Class #12
Auletta; Berger; Besco; Beseau; Blevins; Boyer; Burke; Caruso; Correll; Daharsh; Elliott; Gale; Garnder; Gautreaux; Gooding; Gordon; Hales; Harris; Hendrix; Herrin; Hoff; Ihnen; Johnson; Klaras; Lampman; Lloyd; Mask; Mayton; Milas; E. Miller; G. Miller; Munro; O’Dell; Olivas; Oliver; Owens; Payne; Perchiacca; Rambis; Ries; Rinehart; Robnett; Schmidt; Schullerts; Sowels; Stanfield; Steadman; Stewart; Winterbauer; Woltman; Young

Class #13
Adams; Berger; Blake; Broadway; Brown; Buckelew; Burns; Butcher; Carter; Clemons; Crawfords; Cullers; Fronsoe; Fuller; Glover Hanson; Howe; Howell; jeffcoat; Kachmarsky; Kennedy; Laddusaw; Layerholm; Lewis; Lintz; Mayer; Medina; Mills; Moore; Morgan; Mumford; Nelson; Nicholes; Paris; Perry; Richardson; Schmid; Schmitt; Schoenborn; Sharpe; Shirley; Slater; Streletzky; Thomasson; Thoren; Tow; Troska; Udron; Vantine; Worthington

Class #14
Ray Albritton; Ralph Brown; Harold Gonnaughton; Everett Coon; Charles Cutler; Monty Florence; William Ford; Alfred Godwin; Charles Grissom; Charles Grosse; Charles Harmon; William Havlik; W. Michael Hockman; George Hoover; Ulrich Keller; Steven Kudla; Henry Landskron; Kenneth McDougal; Fred Madden; Carl Nash, Allen Nelson; Jack Russell; James Shannon; Charles Shreffler; Oren Sills; Soronda Swann

Class #15
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Karlis Adamson; Paul Allen; Thomas Barlow; Helmut Blume; Frederick Branco; Randolph Brown; R. Frank Caniglia; Patrick Ellison; John Fogarty; Frank Freeman; Oswald Graham; Henry Hairston; Wayne Hillman; Donald Johnson; Gerald Kinman; Roger Krull; Jerzy Ksieziak; Lawrence Lacy; J. B. McCullough; Oliver Meyer; Sinesio Moas; Lillard Petty; Cordell Schilmoeller; Wallace Stephenson; James Stone; Arthur Truss

Class #16
William Allbaugh; Delbert Allen; Clarence Bersett; Eugene Brennan; Richard Campodonico; Albert Canaday; Boatman Carriger; Thomas Cazort; Ashland Clemons; Paul Cooper; Albert Cormack; John Dalton; Patrick DeSantis; David Ela; Lyndal Elkins; James Gray; Eddie Green; William Hackett; William Harris; Carroll Hendrix; Earl Johnson; John Kaseburg; Edward Kline; David Lara; Gene Layton; John Lienhart; Eugene Lysy; Robert Madden; Donald Maddox; Harold Martin; John Murphy; Mike Nila; Albert Patterson; John Pawlak; Joseph Priore; John Raymond; Patrick Richards; Otto Rayan; Richard Revell; Harold Sapp; Joseph Sauer; Paul Scroggs; John Slaughter; Patrick Stapleton; Joseph Tenhagen; William Thayer; Garline Theus; Milton Tornsen; G. Wesley Trosper; William Turner; Robert Voss; Fred Wood

Class #17
Carolyn Adornetto; Billy Aldridge; Ferdinando Angiuli; George Bilby; Richard Branson; Harold Breuilly; Silas Brown; Billy Bryant; Aubrey Christal; Gerald Clayton; George Collins; John Conzo; Everett Dahl; Dominic Dellavope; Donald Delozier; Roland Duncan; Thomas Erb; Joseph Feiza; Manvel Fonte; James Gallagher; Robert Galvin; Henry Gaspar; Lawrence Harris; Jack High; Theodore Hohensee; Luke House; August Johnson; Earnest Lowe; Luigi Maceli; Lawrence Mathes; John McComas; Ernest McCoulskey; Carville McCraw; Eugene Monteforte; James Niddrie; Christopher Pannone; Albert Riddell; Robert Ross; Marvin Sargent; Marvin Schiller; Reba Selk; Luther Smith; Webb Suter; Kenneth Walker; Russell Wardlaw; Loren Whittall; Ennis Williams; Delbert Wittman; Elwood Yerger

Class #18
James Anderson; Clifford Ast; Robert Babcock; Lorenzo Beene; Kenneth Brown; Lucien Brown; Philip Bush; Frank Busse; Roger Creslik; Danny Cone; Ronald Crabtree; William Cummings; Edwin Estrem; Charles Fiske; William Freeman; Alexander Gelfano; Howard Hawkes; James Hill; Jim Huguenuin; James Jones; Eugene June; Charlie Keller; Samuel Kesner; William Lucas; Bruno Luna; Hugh MacDonald; Frederick McEvoy; Joseph Marino; Albert Oshinsky; Wayne Paige; Robert Prandi; Joseph Rabuano; Charlie Rawle; William Rizzo; Claude Roark; Bennet Rust; James Ryan; Aaron Schneider; George Starnes; Calvin Stewart; Vencl Tuma; Bennie Wells; Isadore Werner; Fred Wilson

Class #19
| Class #20                           | Jewell Bell; Robert Boschert; William Dossey; Jasha Glasser; Lewis Graves; George Harlan; Frank Hughes; Robert Irvine; Ellwood Jacobs; Narciso Lapuz; William Long; William Marlin; Curtis McCauley; Michael McGovern; Dorsey Mufee; Michael Nusias; Jacqueline Randolph; Peter Scherf; Loren Stock; Paul Thompson; Edward Willis |
| Class #21                           | Amos Barfield; Jack Bates; James Blaine; Harry Burghardt; Herbert Chance; Bobbye Chancellor; Raymond Couk; James Davison; Norman Einertson; G.H. French, Jr.; Harry Lavandiy; Larry Lee; Mario Miras; Zenon Mychajluk; Edward Sexsmith; Allen Semple; Yvonne Smith; W. Edwin Stahl; Harold Summers; Karen Wesson; Robert Williams; James Wolfe |
| Class #22                           | Baldner; Baskin; Bratcher; Brennan; Bridges; Brissey; Broda; Bittner; Burright; Chambers; Cole Dennard; Drinkard; Edwards; Fevald; Fisher; Francis; Gerhardt; Giles; Good; Griffin; Haevorson; Harris; Higgs; Hinderer; Hooke; Humphreys; Hyde; Iwanski; Johnson; Klingenberg; Leach; Lehman; McCormack; Marcum; Patrick Rhea; Schreiner; Snovlain; Skaggs; Solberg; Stewart; Struthers; Sullivan; Urso; Walker; Waples; Wiencek |
| Class #23                           | John Aldridge; Robert Armour; Charles Blevins; Lawrence Brady; Edward Brooks, Sr.; Sylvester Burke; Warren Campbell; Merle Christensen; Harvey Collins; Kyle Cyrus; Marvin Deavers; James Dempsey; Raymond Dennis; John Disher; Kenneth Doering; Calvin Driscoll; William Fitzgerald; Arthur Freed; Joe French; Patrick Gaskin; Raymond Gipple; Nicholas Guarcello; Arnold Haverson, Jr.; Joseph Iaeovelli; George Klossing; Robert Korth; Marvin Koser; Ronald Lambert; James Lewis; Jack McAdams; Angelo Macrina; Raymond Madland; Benito Martinez; James Morris; George Nesti; Harold Newman, Jr.; James Olinger; Robert Ploog; Lenzy Pouncy; Bernard Reed; Thomas Ridden; William Rehling; Kenneth Richmond; Joseph Ryan; Merle Sanny; William Sewell; Paul Slavinski; Paul Terlip; Roger Thies; Paul Venegas, Jr. |
| Class #24                           | |
Dell Anderson; Richard Aysta; Basilio Bautista; Walter Campbell; Angel Canas; Leovelito Catalla; Leon Gibbs; McClain Jackson; William Johnston; Frank Koenig; Wallace Leary; Robert Limpert; Wasyl Malynowsky; Patricia Miller; Samuel Moser; Florante Rellosa; Benjamin Rosummy; Venancio Sado; Earl Stevens; Douglas Swancina; Val Tomayko; Wayne Weber; Joel Wesson; Lucian Wlayinski; Wilford Wohlin

Class #25
Richard Benda; Louis Borges; Richard Brown; Rufus Caron; Bennie Cobb; Harvey DeBruin; Edsel DeLong; William Dick; John Gaitanaris; Jose Garcia; Phillip Gordon; Charles Green; Lloyd Hanson; Jimmy Harrington; Joseph Heiney; Jerry Hoover; Harold James; Jewell Johnson; Burdette Krueger; Peter Lang; Spas Lecoe; John Long; Clyde McAdames; William McGhee; Donald McLaughlin; Eddie McShan; Joseph Matkowski; George Merritt; William Mickelson; Salvatore Morelli; Frank Newsom; Laurence Owens; William Raebel; Carl Rinehart; Joy Rodee; Gordon Ross; V. Salerno; Leslie Schull; Minard Scott; Buddy Sebastian; James Siciliano; Charles Smith; Robert Smith; George Tolson; Cesare Tricarico; John Ward; Stanley White; John Wilber; Charles Wright; Charles Yelton

Class #26
David Ayala; William Bumgarner; Samuel Cardonick; Bernard Carrion; John DeLaurentis; Salvatore DePeri; Albert English; Gail Fowler; Clinton Fridley; Joseph Geroghty; Maurice Goodwin; Elvis Grady; Fred Hakenholz; Joseph Halper; John Harty; Calmer Hegna; Rena Hines; Thomas Hoffman; Dale Huber; Mobry Keeter; James Kirkpatrick; Gordon Lyons; Gerald McAuliffe; William McClain; Hubert McIntosh; Thomas Mahoney; George Mattocki; Harry Nimrichter; Kenneth Noble; Edward O’Laughlin; Raymond Pence; Donald Primeaux; Roy Ranger; Robert Reinbold; Fredrick Reinschreiber; Jules Starolitz; Moses Taylor; Keller Thompson; Robert Ulibarri; Gary Vaillencourt; Chester Waters; Ernest Weiner; Charles Wilkinson; Jerry Wood; Edward Zimmerman

Class #27
Sulaman Ansary; Donald Baker; Francis; Bias; Harley Blane; James Bryant; Mariano Cleofe; Maurice Cox; Dale Croxton; Tyrel DeVolin; Paul Durham; Emmanuel Fajardo; Fredrick Herrera; Clifford Huse; Albert Jenisch; William Kelley; Dick Kirby; Luke Loufman; Arvel Mathewson; Paul Nesbitt; John Overstreet; Glen Overturf; John Paget; Greg Raps; Robert Short; Orville Westlake; Lee Williams

Class #28
Class cancelled due to student riots at OSU

Class #29
Ronald Caffey; Kenneth Campbell; Carl Culver; Don Gilmore; Rodolfo Giron; Hubert Goins; Ellis Jones; Charles Kimbrough; Edward Krivacek; Paul Laygo; George Line;
Birk Lowther; Lewis Perkins; Robert Ragland; Richard Ripley; Roy Anselme; Willie Wagner

Class #30
Charles Anderson; Richard Biegel; Leslie Church; Leroy Conley; William Crenshaw; Eldon Dahle; Edward Dembrosky; Grady Donald; Richard Donnellan; Robert Engdahl; Frank Failer; Stanley Garrigan; Gurnia Grable; Harry Guidry; William Harrison; Orrin Hertz; Daniel Hoover; Harold Jaques; James Johnson; Vincent Kirshs; Darryl Klukow; Edward Kawal; Viincent Kunz; Elmo Lane; John McGarity; John McLemore; Arthur Marguez; Donald Martin; George Maxwell; Joe Middleton; Don Murrah; Bobby Palesano; Henry Peach; Richard Pollard; Merlin Reittinger; John Roberts; Glen Sanders; Herman Sharp; William Staab; John Stevens; Jerry Stoval; Edward Vaclau; Bruno Valentin; Joe Watje; William Wiedenheft; Dean Williams; Rollo Wright; Albert Zimbelman

Class #31
Bernard Abbot; Greg Anderson; Wilton Andrews; Edward Arnold; Fred Bernardi; James Bridges, Jr.; Mormon Coesen; Frank Colonna; Jerome Cremers; Gerald Cross; Buford Daffron; Michael Donovan; Edward Dotter; Roeco Draco; Charles Fisher; Paul Fontain; Richard Fox; Richard Harbert; Jerry Hardin; Donald Hase; Charle Heffington; Francis Herford; Donald Higginson; Jurt Jacobs; Richard Kelly; Thomas King; Norman McIntosh; Roy McGuire; Roberto Macias; Edward Mitchell; Benjamin Montgomery; Gerald Montgomery; Wesley Mullen; Jack Nanney; Michael Perone; Ronald Powders; Leggetti Price; Christopher Ramirez; Deward Russell; Joel Salas; Mason Snowden; Aaron Stone; Glenn Sullivan; Robert Szczesny; Lee tarlton; Richard Wallace; Wlater Willis; Rufus Wilson; Wallace Young

Class #32
Paul Alarcon, Jr.; Alfred Anderson; Pedro Arboleda; Thomas Baysden; Milton Benson; H. Marie Bogda; Jerry Booth; William Cox; John Edenburn; William Guldenschuh; Robert Hardy; John Harms; Charles “Walt” Harris; Lester Hepworth; Los Vegas Holland; David Hughes; John Lee; Albinas Liauba; Homer Malaby, Jr.; Mounir Mina; Perry Page; Maurice Palmer; John Peterson; Madhat Rize; George Seamen; Joseph Skupnjak; Theordore Tkaczuk; Antanas Valiuskis

TOTAL STUDENTS ~ 1,550
Meat Inspector’s Cartoons as they were departing OSU
OHIO STATER

HEI! THAT BOR + OCKERMAN DIDN'T BOther me. LETS GET THAT PLANE.
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CYCLE 8-DSW-UBT-GRADUATE USING SOME OF HIS NEWLY ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE (BACK HEME)

By a member of class 8
FROM THE KENTUCKY HILL
TO THE OHIO VALLEY.
YEa! Though I was
through the vale
of the shadow
of death,
I shall fear
no evil
'cause I am
the meanest
'Son of a bitch
in the valley.'
Dr. Ockerman’s Farewell Speech To Cycle 19

Don’t worry Doc!
No way I can forget
Say just how
Does it go
again 2.40
or H20?

Airport 5 Mi.

Cycle 19 leaving O.S.U.
"I told you guys that I would follow you to the airport if you didn't learn how to dissolve salt!!!"
**Typical Inspectors' Model Cars**

As a learner in Ohio State University, one learns the young man is due to graduation of figures and dollars from tailpipes are due to incomplete cars. He learns polluting the atmosphere with CO, his damper, which also keeps hunters cooled out, low enough so he can't afford to travel.

**Typical College Professor's New German Corvette**

The unsuspicious meat inspector soon learns that the above is not a completely accurate picture of the college professor's life. As he is usually proclaiming that Heisenberg cars also the back seat is usually filled with cold dust but after the last load, the professor下手 an inspection sideline to make ends meet. To drive his new Volkswagen.
NOW THAT WE HAVE GOT THIS ALL DOWN "PAY" IS THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

A class 8 contribution
I got into trouble for firing the pistol on the last day of the class.
This is from the “Mutiny on the Bounty”, Captain Queg. This signifies that Ockerman was crazy.
CLASS #13
TOP: SLOW ME DOWN I GET EXCITED

SIDE 2: CHALK IN ONE HAND ERASER IN THE OTHER

SIDE 3: MY TESTS ARE EASY

SIDE 4: STAT. 001 REPLACES NKO₃ AT O.S.U